Welcome to How to Hold a Grudge. I’m Sophie Hannah, bestselling crime
writer, creator and host of this podcast, and author of the world’s ﬁrst ever
book on the speciﬁc subject of grudges. Many of us believe it’s always wrong
and bad for us to hold a grudge – but what if our grudges, when handled
correctly, can be posiCvely good for us, and for others? What if grudges are
actually great: not a cause for guilt, but exactly what we need to lead a happier,
safer, more fulﬁlled life? If you’re intrigued and want to know more, you can
listen to a new episode of this podcast every Thursday between now and 27
December. Join me and guests to ﬁnd out how to use grudges to transform
your life for the beLer, and to make the world a more peaceful and
compassionate place.
And now … Episode Five: How Grudges can Make us More Forgiving.
***
Today, we’re gonna be talking about forgiveness, and in parCcular, how grudges
can make us more forgiving, which I realise sounds incredibly counterintuiCve.
We’re all trained preLy much from birth, or certainly from early childhood, to
believe that holding a grudge is the opposite of forgiving somebody. Obviously,
it can be. If holding a grudge means you hate the person you have the grudge
about, then that is the opposite of forgiving.
But I want to argue that holding a grudge needn’t be the opposite of forgiving
somebody and shouldn’t be, and I in fact believe that if you hold grudges in the
right way, that is actually an aid to forgiveness. If you hold grudges correctly,
you will become a more forgiving person. And I really passionately believe this,
however weird that sounds.
So, that’s what we’re gonna be talking about today. But before we get into that,
I would like to play you a song. And before I play you the song, I’m going to tell
you a liLle bit about the theme music to this podcast, which you’ve been …
those of you who’ve listened to all the episodes have now heard that theme
music a few Cmes. And I want to talk about that music because it links to the
song.
The theme jingle for this podcast was wriLen by my friend AnneLe Armitage.
AnneLe and I have wriLen two musicals together – she writes the music and I
write the words – and so I have what I call a huge graCtude grudge about
AnneLe, which emans that I am very grateful to AnneLe, whom I adore, as
well, as a person. I’m very grateful to her for sort of opening up this whole new

phase and area in my life, and I’ve really loved wriCng these two musicals with
her. And the reason I call it a GraCtude Grudge is because, as you all hopefully
know by now, I don’t think grudges are a bad thing.
A grudge, again, as you should know if you’ve listened to previous episodes of
this podcast … My deﬁniCon of a grudge is that it’s something you want to
remember because it sCll has a live relevance charge. And so that can be a
good thing. I want to remember lots of things that I’m grateful to lots of people
for, and I call those graCtude stories GraCtude Grudges. That is my name for
them. It’s all part of my plan to rehabilitate the word ‘grudge’ and prove to the
world that it needn’t be a bad thing.
So, I am a big fan of AnneLe’s music. She wrote the brilliant jingle for this
podcast, which I love. And I’m gonna now play one of the songs in our latest
musical, which is called Work Experience, and it’s a musical locked-room
mystery. Our ﬁrst one was a musical murder mystery, but this one is a musical
locked-room mystery and it has a completely bizarre and eccentric plot, which I
will not aLempt to explain. But there’s a song in it called ‘Ballad of the Wrongly
Accused.’ And, basically, a local company which hasn’t been making a proﬁt
takes a radical new turn; gets rid of all its staﬀ and hires wrongly accused
people who can’t get jobs anywhere else because they were wrongly accused
of various crimes and now no one will give them a chance.
So, I’m gonna play that song and then I’m gonna talk about why it’s relevant to
forgiveness. You should be able to guess, actually, why it’s relevant. Lots of
people, if they are accused of doing something bad, you know, then people just
believe that they probably have done the bad thing and have trouble forgiving
them, even though they don’t know whether they’ve done the thing or not. So,
anyway, here is ‘Ballad of the Wrongly Accused.’
Doesn’t ma:er if you did it,
Doesn’t ma:er what you say.
No-one cares if you’re acqui:ed.
No one cares if on the day
That a murder was commi:ed
On a street in Gamlingay,
You were eaFng a burrito
In a bar in Santa Fe.
Pre:y soon you lose your house;
Shortly aMerwards, your car.

There’s a hundred diﬀerent hashtags
For how gross they think you are.
Everybody in New Mexico
Swears you were in that bar.
SFll, you’re banished from the garden centre
And the cinema.
Everyone has their suspicions,
Their opinions and their thoughts.
They don’t care how juries vote
Or what goes on in courts.
They peFFon to exclude you
From all parFes, treats and sports
And you’re banned alike by beSng shops
And ﬁvestar luxury resorts.
Former friends soon start to cut you
Out of every photograph.
Next you're urged to ﬁnd a vicFm
Of a crime and give him half
Of your pension and life savings,
And then take him on as staﬀ,
And you can’t get served in shops without
A face-concealing scarf,
So you’re treated like a monster,
And you fear it must be true,
When your mum and dad say, 'Darling
We trust everyone but you.'
How are we supposed to take this?
What are we supposed to do?
Is there any hope? Please tell us,
Oscar, can we count on you?
So, that was ‘Ballad of the Wrongly Accused’ from Work Experience, a musical
locked-room mystery by me and AnneLe Armitage. And since we’re on the
subject of forgiveness for this episode, I hope you all forgive me for playing you
a song which was basically sung by me. I am not the world’s greatest singer but
I do make a valiant eﬀort now and again, because I love singing. So, there you
go. I’ve just inﬂicted my singing on you. I won’t do it too o]en, I promise.

So, okay. That song is about something I feel quite passionately about, which is
that I fear the world is not very good at giving second chances. People who are
accused or suspected of doing things wrong are o]en widely condemned,
especially in the age of social media. People are very keen to go online and say,
‘Well, I might not be able to prove it but I think So-and-So’s a terrible, awful
person who did a terrible, awful thing.’
Since I joined various social media pla`orms – twiLer, Facebook, not so much
Instagram, that’s sCll mainly nice pictures, but deﬁnitely Facebook and TwiLer
– there’s a lot of condemnaCon. There’s a lot of wriCng people oﬀ, for things
they might not even have done. And someCmes, the people have deﬁnitely
done the bad things, and obviously then it’s even harder for them to get a
second chance. So, I ﬁnd this so, so depressing. One of the reasons I wrote my
book about grudges and one of the things I say and really stress in the book is
that I would give a second chance to anybody – you know, or rather I haven’t
yet come across somebody to whom I wouldn’t give a second chance. I’ve done
quite a lot of work in prisons over the years. I mean, not proper hard work, but,
you know, popping in to do wriCng workshops and talk about books, that sort
of thing.
And, you know, I’ve met people who’ve commiLed terrible crimes. And I sCll
believe in second chances for human beings. However unpopular that opinion
becomes, I will always believe in it. I will always believe passionately in the
principle of innocent unCl proven guilty and beyond reasonable doubt. All of
those things.
So, that possibly explains why, in my latest co-wriLen musical, I just wanted to
have a song, that, by using comic absurdity exaggerated up to the max… I just
wanted to have a song about how awful it is to be wrongly accused of
something. And actually, if you’re accused of something that you have done, or
even convicted of something that you have done, that’s hard as well. Because,
you know, o]en, however sorry you are, it’s very hard to get a second chance.
So, why am I banging on in this quite earnest manner? It’s because I just want
to make it absolutely clear how pro-forgiveness I am. Now, I’m also incredibly in
favour of holding grudges, and that’s why I’ve wriLen a book telling everybody
to hold grudges. And I think these two things are not opposites. I think they go
together perfectly. And let me explain why.
Let’s say somebody does something terrible to me. Let’s say somebody tries to
set ﬁre to my house, and I immediately think to myself, ‘Forgiving people is

good. I want to be a forgiving person. I mustn’t be angry. I mustn’t think less of
the person. I mustn’t hold a grudge. I must forgive them.’ Now, the chances are
my emoCons will not yet be ready to forgive that person because what’s just
happened, the think they’ve just done, has scared me and wounded me and
I’m not okay. And morally, I think, you know, they should not have set ﬁre to my
house. There’s no excuse for it. I am cross. I am worried about my house. All of
those things. And if I try and repress those feelings, they are not gonna go
away.
And I think we’ve all probably experienced minor incidents where, you know,
you’ll be pushing your supermarket trolley along an aisle, and you’ll lightly and
accidentally nudge another shopper with the corner of your trolley, and that
other shopper will turn on you and absolutely savage you. You know, really sort
of venomously go, ‘Watch where you’re going, you ignorant git!’, or something
that seems so out of proporCon. You know.
Road rage is a good example of that sort of thing or, you know, someCmes if
you don’t noCce that someone’s stepped aside to let you pass. You’re just
oblivious because you’re thinking about, you know, a deadline that’s coming
up. And you walk past, and then the person tuts, ‘Huh! Don’t bother saying
thank you.’ Things like this happen all the Cme in day-to-day life, and I believe
that these things happen because those people – the people who overreact
visciously to Cny things – those people have probably repressed their naturally
arising negaCve feelings in situaCons where those feelings were appropriate.
I mean, I can think of an example of somebody I know. Let’s call her Molly.
Molly comes from a culture and an environment and a family where loveliness
and niceness and jolliness is prioriCsed really highly, to the point where almost
nobody is allowed to express a negaCve thought or opinion, or – and this is the
crucial thing – say that something bad has happened or that somebody has
done something wrong to them. It’s almost like the whole environment that
Moly is embedded in just won’t allow any negaCve feelings or observaCons or
anything like that.
So, Molly is 99% of the Cme brimming with loveliness. But on the rare
occasions where Molly feels slighted or something doesn’t go her way, she will
administer a tongue-lashing more extreme, obscene, and uncontrollable than
anything I’ve ever seen. And I am preLy sure that’s because she’s sort of
imbibed this view that it’s not okay to express negaCve feelings, even in a
moderate way. So, she tries not to express them at all, and then they boil over
in stressful situaCons.

I think that this is what happens when we try and force ourselves to forgive
before we are ready. I think it also happens when other people judge our
negaCve feelings. So, typically what will happen is, you know, someone will,
you know, do something awful to me or somebody – I mean, I’m only saying
‘me’ because I’m me, not that people do more awful things to me than to
anyone else – but let’s say, you know, somebody tries to set ﬁre to my house.
Instead of allowing the anger and hurt that has naturally arisen to just be
there, and saying to myself, ‘Yeah, of course I feel angry. I’m gonna allow that
feeling. I’m gonna allow myself to feel that this shouldn’t have happened and
that it’s ﬁne for me to be angry for as long as I damn well want. It’s ﬁne for me
to adjust my opinion of the arsonist and make sure they don’t come to visit
very o]en. And all of those things.
If, instead of doing that, I’m pufng pressure on myself – if I’m judging my
negaCve emoCons and saying to myself, ‘Forgive! Come on, don’t hold a
grudge. You know, that poor person, he’s having a hard day. He’s just recovering
from chicken pox. Don’t think nasty thoughts about him,’ then I’m not allowing
myself to have those negaCve feelings that I’m absolutely enCtled to have and
bound to have. I’m disapproving of myself for having those feelings.
And then what will o]en happen is that other people will then join in with that
pressure. You’ve probably all had the experience of saying to somebody, ‘Hey,
something really awful was done to me. I was walking down the road, and
MarCn walked up to me and just bashed me over the head with a heavy
hammer.’ And very o]en the person you say that too – instead of saying, ‘How
terrible! You should deﬁnitely hold a grudge about MarCn’ – instead of saying
that, people will say, ‘Oh. Well, I mean, I’m sure MarCn didn’t mean to do that.
I mean, he was probably just holding the hammer carefully and it slipped,
because, I mean, he is lovely. Remember that Cme he bought me a bunch of
ﬂowers?’
This is very o]en what will happen. And so, we get messages all the Cme from
ourselves, from other people, from the world, that we must almost forgive
immediately and banish our negaCve feelings in a sort of arCﬁcial way before
they’re ready to move on naturally. Now, I think that is directly related to the
fact that the world is becoming more and more unforgiving.
I can’t remember if I’ve said this quote before on this podcast, but it’s certainly
in my book and I think it’s an amazing and very true quote. It’s from Eckhart
Tolle, who wrote The Power of Now. He said: ‘Whatever we ﬁght, we

strengthen. And what we resist, persists.’ This is so true of negaCve feelings.
We are all going to have them. Not just once on a Friday when we’re twelve,
but all the Cme. Every day, we will have some negaCve feelings. We’ll be cross,
we’ll be upset, we’ll be something – you know – something that’s not jolly and
lovely and idyllic. And if we try to repress these negaCve feelings then we deny
their validity and we make them stronger. And then they express themselves in
scary ways, like seeing on TwiLer that somebody has been accused of doing
something they might or might not have done, and joining in with the
condemnaCon and saying, ‘Yeah! Of course he’s a git! How could he not be a
git? I’m totally on the side of everyone who’s trashing him, without knowing
any of the facts.’
So, if we want to make society and people more forgiving, a beLer way to
proceed, I think, is to allow those naturally arising feelings of anger, sadness,
betrayal, all things that are gonna arise naturally in our dealings with other
people. And if we allow them, and also allow ourselves to hold a grudge about
the grudge-sparking incident, then… Because, remember, in a previous
episode, I’ve talked about how a grudge is not a feeling. So, we have those
negaCve feelings in response to the sparking incident. We allow them, we
welcome them, we embrace them, and already by doing that – by embracing
your negaCve feelings – they then have nothing to resist. They will pass much
more quickly, and we will ﬁnd ourselves feeling more inclined to be benevolent
and forgiving if we just allow ourselves at ﬁrst to be angry, or whatever it is we
naturally are.
But a grudge is not a feeling. So, while allowing the feelings, we can separately
construct and create our grudge story. And in my book, How to Hold a Grudge, I
go through in great detail how to actually get that grudge story wriLen,
processed…. There’s lots of stages and lots of detail. And in doing that, we
focus on creaCng an artefact, which is the story. That is a posiCve, creaCve
thing to do. It involves our analyCcal skills, because then we process the
grudge, we categorise it, we grade it. All of this is, you know, laid out with stepby-step instrucCons in my book. And that is a construcCve thing.
And so, just being engaged in that process takes our aLenCon and focus away
from stewing in negaCvity. So, our negaCve feelings which have been allowed
to stay there and put up their feet and hang out there for as long as they want
… you know, they will just shi]. Partly because they’re being made welcome.
Partly because we’re focussing on something posiCve, which is wriCng this
grudge story from which we can then learn lessons. We can reinforce our own

values that maLer most to us. And so, that is why construcCng and holding a
grudge is an aid to forgiveness.
And I like to talk about it with an economic analogy. So, there’s a chapter in my
book called ‘How to Balance your Grudge Budget’, which it won’t surprise you
to learn I have abbreviated ‘grudge budget’ to ‘grudget’ because that’s just
such an irresisCble word, waiCng to be invented. And I do think it’s like money.
And what I say in the book is, if you imagine somebody gives you $1,000,000
just out of the blue. You were not expecCng it. You thought you knew what
your income was likely to be for the rest of the year, for the foreseeable future.
And you’re walking down the road, and a benevolent stranger says, ‘Here, I’ve
got more money than I need. Have a million dollars,’ and you think, ‘Ooh!
Amazing. I’m so thrilled. I’ve got this $1,000,000 I wasn’t expecCng to get.’ And
you walk past a jeweller’s shop and you see the most beauCful diamond ring
which happens to cost exactly $1,000,000.
Now, are you going to buy that ring? Probably not, because then you’ve got a
lovely ring but you’ve got no more ﬁnancial security than you had before. Most
people in that situaCon, I think, would not spend that million dollars on a ring,
however beauCful it was.
Now, imagine the same scenario again but slightly diﬀerent. You’re walking
down the road, this generous stranger gives you $15,000,000. Then you walk
past the jeweller’s shop. You see the ring for $1,000,000. It’s the most gorgeous
ring you’ve seen. You would love to have that ring. Well, in that situaCon, you
might buy it. Right? Because you’ve sCll got …you could buy that ring and have
the most beauCful piece of jewellery you’ve ever seen, and you would sCll have
$14,000,000. You would not worry about whether you could aﬀord to pay your
council tax. If you had $14,000,000 you wouldn’t worry about anything.
So, I think that’s a really good analogy. If I have my grudge – my posiCve,
instrucCve, protecCve grudge – ﬁrmly in place, and it goes something like this:
Remember that William set ﬁre to my house so in future when I see William I’m
gonna make sure that I see him far away from my house. When I next move,
I’m not gonna give him my new address. But I am gonna keep in touch with him
and, you know, I’m gonna conFnue the relaFonship in as much as I can. You
know, because, in some other ways I might like him, or whatever. I’m not
actually advocaCng maintaining a relaConship with someone who’s tried to set
ﬁre to your house, but it’s just a sort of extreme and silly example.

So, if I’ve got my grudge in place, which tells me how I need to behave
diﬀerently towards William in future, how I’m gonna think diﬀerently about
William in future, my grudge story will also reinforce that what William did to
me and my house really maLers. It was not okay. I never put any pressure on
myself to kind of go on as if that never happened and wipe the slate clean. The
slate has my grudge story on it and I want it to remain there. Then I’m
protected. Then I’ve symbolically acknowledged that the wrong that was done
to me maLered, and that will predispose me to be much more forgiving
towards William. That will actually enable my mind and my heart to kind of
clear and I don’t have to ﬁll my heart with angry thoughts about William
because my grudge story is there to tell me all that I need to know and
remember. So then my heart, if it wants to, can be free to think, ‘Well, I actually
love William despite everything.’
So, I believe that if we could start to think of holding grudges in the right way
as being an aid to forgiveness, we might actually make the world a more
forgiving place. Because the world is terribly unforgiving, and that is going to
cause even more problems than it’s already causing. If you look almost
anywhere, on the news, online, in your personal life, you will see many, many
instances of how a lack of forgiveness is making things a whole lot worse for an
awful lot of people. And I think that one of the things directly responsible for
this state of aﬀairs is that we’re pufng pressure on ourselves to forgive and
move on and not live in the past. We’re pufng pressure on ourselves in
completely the wrong way. And so we’re creaCng resistance to that, and so
everyone feels slighted and invalidated and more angry.
Now, I’m gonna consult my guest experts, Helen Acton and Anne Grey, about
this topic, because I would imagine they’ve both had many, many therapy
paCents over the years, and I would imagine that forgiving someone or perhaps
the inability to forgive someone, or the inability to forgive yourself, is
something that comes up an awful lot in therapy.
***
Anne and Helen. Can you see any logic in my theory that actually giving
ourselves permission to hold a grudge and formally creaCng that grudge and
deciding to keep it actually enables us to be more forgiving? Or are you
unconvinced? Do you sCll believe that holding a grudge is the opposite of
forgiving someone?

HA: I can see that holding a grudge in the way you describe it is a way of
bearing witness to the experience. This experience ma:ered. What you felt
about what happened to you ma:ered and ma:ers and conFnues to ma:er,
and that vowing to yourself that you won’t forget it, I think, paradoxically,
could allow you to forgive. Because, very oMen, choosing not to forgive is about
a need to keep something alive.
You know, it’s a need to say – it is a way of saying, ‘This ma:ers. I’m not going
to forgive you, because this ma:ers. It hurt me.’ But, actually, if you can ﬁnd
another way to say it ma:ers, then that could allow you to let go of that need
to keep it alive.
Okay. So, that sounds like you do broadly agree, then?
HA: I think, in terms of your deﬁniFon…
My deﬁniCon, yeah.
HA: … of grudges. I think that…
Yes, I’m deﬁnitely talking about my deﬁniCon of grudges.
HA: Because your deﬁniFon doesn’t include bi:erness. And I think that’s a
really key disFncFon…
Yeah.
HA: … between, perhaps, a more tradiFonal deﬁniFon of ‘grudge’ and the way
you talk about it.
Yeah, yeah. Okay. What about you, Anne?
AG: Yeah. I agree with Helen. I think you said that beauFfully. And what I would
say is that, what you’re doing in – with your way of dealing with grudges, is
you’re allowing yourself to step back from the emoFonal intensity of the
original feelings. So, by making a story, and especially when you’re able to give
the story a Ftle, maybe even use humour, you’re detaching yourself from the
intensity of the original feelings… of the original hurt, if you like. The original
wound.
Yeah.

AG: That’s all extremely healthy. So, in doing that, you’re able to then see that
you have a choice, then, whether or not you conFnue in the original feelings of
anger or blame, or whatever it is against the person involved, or whether you
feel you actually want to be freed up to forgive the person. Because we know
that forgiveness is very freeing. If we’re carrying unforgiveness with us, then
what happens is we’re carrying that incident, that person, with us.
And what does forgiveness mean to you? Because I’ve heard diﬀerent
deﬁniCons. I mean, we’ve been talking about the two diﬀerent deﬁniCons of
grudges: my correct one and the widely-accepted, completely wrong one.
[General laughter] But there are diﬀerent deﬁniCons of forgiveness. I heard
forgiveness deﬁned by some self-help writer – I can’t remember who it was,
but somebody deﬁned forgiveness as simply lefng go of the negaCve feelings
so that they’re not there, they’re not bothering you any more. And whoever it
was that said this said that it’s actually nothing to do with your thoughts about
the other person – you can behave or think about them however you want –
but forgiveness to this person just simply meant the negaCve feelings are gone
and you’re no longer sort of having them inside you. And I was surprised by this
deﬁniCon, because that was not what I understood forgiveness to mean.
HA: What did you understand it to mean, then?
Well, I understood it to mean that you feel posiCve about that person again. So,
your feelings for them are not in any way less friendly, charitable, aﬀecConate
than they were before the incident, even if your thoughts and behaviour have
changed. So, I have many people that I have grudges about – I always say
‘grudges about’, not ‘grudges against’, because a good grudge shouldn’t be
against anybody – so, I have people in my life who I have grudges about but I
feel every bit as benevolent towards them as I would if I didn’t have the
grudge, and yet I might think and behave diﬀerently because of some past
incident.
So, I guess my deﬁniCon of forgiveness is: your feelings for that person haven’t
been impaired. You don’t like them less. You’re not less favourably disposed
towards them emoConally… which is diﬀerent from ‘I’m not angry any more,’ I
think. So, I think the diﬀerence, actually, between the two deﬁniCons is: this
self-help author that I read, whoever it was – the other person and how you
felt about them wasn’t menConed in the descripCon of forgiveness. It was just:
the negaCve feelings have gone, you’re no longer clinging onto them – that’s it.
Whereas my deﬁniCon of forgiveness is: posiCve feelings again, as if the

incident hadn’t happened, but because of the grudge, diﬀerent thoughts,
behaviours, and lessons learned, because of the incident that sparked the
grudge.
HA: I think for me, Sophie, I would agree more with your deﬁniFon. I mean, I
think, in a sense, you’re talking about two diﬀerent ways of thinking about us
as human beings. One is that we, you know, the idea that we are enFrely
responsible for our own feelings; that no one can make you feel anything. You’ll
oMen hear, you know, posiFve psychology people say that. Versus an idea which
is a much more relaFonal idea – that we are in the world, with people, and the
way we experience ourselves is always in relaFon to people. We don’t live in a
li:le sort of bubble of isolaFon… Which is the way I think about us. You know,
forgiveness, for me, is a very relaFonal concept. It’s about you and the other
person.
Yeah.
HA: It’s about an exchange of feelings with the other person. And, to me, the
idea of forgiving somebody privately in a li:le room enFrely separate from
them doesn’t really make a lot of sense. So, for me, whether you express it or
don’t to that person, absolutely it will be about informing how you now feel
about that person.
Okay. Anne, would you… Which of the deﬁniCons resonates most with you?
AG: Well, I think both are helpful and, if you like, I’d like to – I guess I’d like to
combine them. For me, it’s… one way of saying this is, it’s never about the
outside. It’s never about the other person. It’s never about the outside
circumstances. There’s always a choice for us to place our awareness on how
we wish to feel now, right now in the moment. It was coming back to this
moment now. And so, if there’s a sense that somebody has done something
which we need to forgive, and if we’re carrying that with us, then that’s
disturbing our peace right now. And for me, I don’t want anything to disturb my
peace right now, and I always want to relate to others with love and
compassion.
So, if somebody has done something to hurt me – or, rather, has done
something which I feel things of hurt about; I feel angry or upset, rejected,
whatever it might be – then I would see that as something for me to address.
And that might involve speaking to the other person and saying something, but
I would hope that I would be able to act with wisdom and discernment, which is

what I see you doing with the way that you’re describing how to hold a grudge;
that you’re remembering and valuing your experience, and you’re then using
that to inform your behaviour now. And I would say you’re doing that with
wisdom and discernment. So, I would hope to do the same thing, but I would
hope to be able to release any feelings that I have about the other person
because, for me, it’s never about the other person anyway.
Let’s talk about this because this, actually, I had it in mind as something I
wanted to ask you both. I am, as you both know, really hooked on self-help. I
just love reading self-help books. Apart from crime, self-help is the genre which
I read most. And I have recently-ish discovered this podcast called The Life
Coach School, the host of which is a life coach and a life coach instructor, so she
trains life coaches as well. Her name is Brooke CasCllo, and she’s an American
woman. And her podcast, The Life Coach School, is so interesCng and gripping
and I’m completely addicted to it, but one of the things she says …
A lot of what she says, I just instantly agree with and go, ‘Yeah! This is so right.
This is so wise!’ And I’ve kind of adopted a lot of her theories. But one thing
she says quite o]en that I always kind of think, ‘Oh, hang on a minute. Really
not sure about that, I might sCll have to disagree with you about that,’ is that
she o]en says, ‘Nobody else has the power to hurt us, ever. Nothing anyone
else does can ever hurt us. It is we who decide either to give people the power
to aﬀect our feelings or to not give them the power and to retain power
ourselves over our own feelings. Nobody can hurt us or make us suﬀer apart
from us.’
Now, in my experience, that doesn’t chime with my experience of life, because
I’m preLy sure that even if I thought to myself, ‘From now on, nothing anyone
says or does to me will make me suﬀer at all because I’m gonna choose not to,’
and I can see the brilliance of the theory… if I could apply that, I might well do
it because it would be ace. Someone could be really vile to you and you could
just go, ‘I’m not suﬀering because of this,’ and that would be great. But I don’t
– I certainly believe that I could never get to the point where nobody could
make me suﬀer at all. And so, I was interested – I actually wrote it in my notes.
Can other people hurt us, or not?
Helen, you have strong views! I can tell from the look on your face.
HA: I do have strong views on this. I couldn’t disagree with her more on this. I
think it’s a really dangerous posiFve psychology-esque theory, that doesn’t ﬁt
with human nature. It doesn’t ﬁt with the human condiFon, and I think it

absolves the hurter of the responsibility, and places it on the hurtee, for the
feelings that have been created in whatever’s gone on between those two
people. And I think, again, it shiMs the focus from a relaFonal dynamic, which is
about what happens between two people, it shiMs the focus from that onto ‘me
in my li:le bubble and what am I going to choose to feel?’ And, to me, that just
isn’t the human condiFon.
And I think, also, it is a close relaFve of the idea that, you know, we were
talking about in an earlier episode. The idea that we are responsible for geSng
breast cancer because we have in some way behaved badly. I think somebody
who has then been perhaps abused very badly – are they responsible for feeling
hurt by that? No. it’s the responsibility of the person who hurt them.
But I would also come back to, just, the conversaFon we just had about
forgiveness. For me, forgiveness isn’t the end goal. I think there are many
situaFons where forgiveness isn’t necessarily the most helpful thing to do or
feel. So, for me, it isn’t always about geSng to a place of peace and serenity
and forgiveness. It’s something more alive than that and I think that aliveness
is, again, relaFonal. It’s about how we are with other people. And the reality of
that is, of course people can hurt us. We might have opFons about what we do
with those feelings, but nevertheless somebody else did something hurbul to us
that made us feel hurt.
So, probably like me, you would be much happier with a less bold claim along
those lines. Because I have no problem accepCng the view that people can do
hur`ul things to us and we can try and sort of tailor our reacCons to that to
protect ourselves and minimise.
HA: Absolutely.
You know, we don’t have to just sort of respond by going, ‘You hurt me and
now I’m hurt forever.’ We can sort of use various tacCcs.
HA: We have lots of choices about what we might do with that feeling.
Yeah.
HA: But it doesn’t stop the fact of somebody hurt us.
But it doesn’t mean that somebody has hurt us. Yes.

HA: Hasn’t. Yeah.
Yeah. I think I agree with that. Anne, what do you think about that? Do you? I
mean – you are the most – in terms of, like, enlightenment and posiCve
thinking as presented by the sort of self-help industry – you and Eckhart Tolle,
the author of The Power of Now, are the only two people I’ve ever
encountered (so, I know you and I don’t know Eckhart but I’ve read him) … You
and he are the only people I’ve ever encountered who I actually do believe you
are properly enlightened.
So, like, I can’t imagine you… Let’s say you’re in your kitchen one morning with
your husband, and you open your emails ,and someone’s sent you a really
annoying manipulaCve passive aggressive email. I can’t imagine you even in the
moment reacCng by going, ‘Look at what this annoying roLer has sent me. I’m
so pissed oﬀ.’ And I can’t even imagine you feeling that or saying anything
along those lines. And I can’t imagine Eckhart Tolle doing that either.
So, have you reached a point in your sort of enlightenment journey where you
feel nobody can hurt you, and it’s all up to you now and how to react?
AG: Well, I would say that… Thank you very much. [laughs] I sFll can feel hurt,
deﬁnitely, and sFll emoFon runs through. I mean, I was – I had an episode of
road rage the other week. This is very funny, actually, because I was very Fred.
My husband and I had travelled back from France the night before.
Yeah.
AG: And [laughs] this is just very funny, listeners, because we’ve just gone into
complete darkness.
[general laughter]
Yes. Here we are talking about enlightenment, and all the lights in the room
where we’re recor…. Ah! There they are. Enlightenment! The lights have come
back on!
AG: Let there be light.
Yes. [laughs]

AG: Yes. I was very Fred. I’d had a very… we’d driven back from France the night
before. I’d had very li:le sleep. I was driving with my husband. Somebody
beeped me very aggressively from behind and I swore at them. My husband
was on the phone to my oldest son [laughs] and so, not only did my husband
witness me swearing, but so did my eldest son.
So, no, of course, things ﬂash through us sFll. You know, certainly in my
experience, just talking about myself. Yeah, of course. You know, I can sFll feel
hurt if somebody says something rude or unkind.
Yeah. So, would you then disagree with the premise that nobody else can ever
hurt us?
AG: It’s rather…. It’s more to do with coming back to the moment. And, if we’re
talking about enlightenment, this is my understanding of enlightenment: that
we’re able to choose, now, for peace, now. It’s only ever about now.
But don’t you have to – before you make that choice to feel peace now – you
have to experience the thing that you want the peace from?
AG: Well…
Presumably, you have to… I mean, I guess, actually, Brooke CasCllo would not
say that we can make it so that we never feel even a moment of hurt or anger.
She does say that she has to do what she calls ‘regular thought-work,’ so that
when something happens that could potenCally hurt her, she presumably has
to sort of say to herself, ’Right! I’m gonna choose not to be hurt,’ in response to
that (presumably) feeling of hurt that arises inside her.
But I’m very pedanCc about these deﬁniCons. If someone says to me, ‘No one
can hurt you,’ what I take that to mean is that they’re saying, literally, no one
can make me experience even a nanosecond of hurt, which I don’t agree with.
AG: So, I would just say it a diﬀerent way, I think, which is that we’re human
beings. You know, it’s very like that. I don’t know about Eckhart Tolle, but in my
own experience I know, of course, there’s sFll emoFon. And that’s a wonderful
thing. It’s a wonderful thing to experience human emoFon. But my experience
of it is that I don’t want to hold onto it. I want it to move through. So, if there’s
upset or whatever it is, I want it to be able to move through me, so that I can
choose to have the experience that I want now.

Yeah.
AG: Because the experience of peace now is so much more a:racFve. It’s so
much more rewarding than going into thoughts about all the feelings. It’s so
much more rewarding than an expiraFon of thinking or emoFon. So, it’s not
pushing emoFon away. It’s allowing that – allowing it to move thorough. It’s
not judging myself or anyone for having emoFon. Absolutely not. But it’s
saying, when we noFce – when we become aware of the moment, then we
have a choice in that moment, to place our awareness on what we really want.
And is it always in that moment? So, won’t there be… because I absolutely can
accept that we can behave and think and feel in a certain way that will
encourage negaCve feelings to pass more quickly, but I certainly can’t banish or
process negaCve feelings in a brief moment. So, if something happens that
makes me very angry or very upset, it will generally take me a couple of weeks
before I’m kind of feeling a bit more, ‘Oh well, right,’ cheer up again.
Or I might be happy in the rest of my life, but if something signiﬁcant happens
which makes me angry or upset, yes, the negaCve feelings will pass, but not in
the moment. I couldn’t be all peaceful about it ten minutes a]erwards.
AG: Well, I use other techniques to help with that, as you know. I mean, I use
EFT – emoFonal freedom technique – which I ﬁnd enormously helpful in
enabling things to move through more quickly, whether that’s something that’s
happening right now or whether it’s a memory from the past that’s sFll
disrupFng my peace now, or if it’s fear for the future, anxiety for the future,
whatever it is – then I would deﬁnitely use a technique to help me. If it wasn’t
going through easily and gracefully and I wasn’t able to, just right now, come
back to, you know, my peace now, the eye of the storm now, if you like… even if
the energies and the emoFons are running through, it’s sFll possible to go to
inner peace, to the eye of the storm. But if it isn’t, if I’m caught up in the storm,
I will do something to help me.
So, in my experience – you know, in my case – I would use EFT or I would take a
homeopathic remedy or a ﬂower essence or any of the things. You know, there
are very many beauFful, amazingly eﬀecFve therapies out there that can assist
us to move these things more gracefully.
InteresCng. it’s so great to hear these diﬀerent perspecCves. I just love the fact
that we all actually see things slightly diﬀerently, which is really interesCng.

***
Well, thank you very much to Helen and Anne for that amazing contribuCon.
It’s really wonderful to have proper experts on this podcast, because, as I hope
I’ve fully confessed many Cmes, I’m just someone with strong views about
grudges. I’m not a therapist of any sort, so it’s great to have proper therapists
to discuss these things with.
And I wanna ﬁnish this episode with one liLle anecdote. Because, probably,
some of you are sCll thinking, ‘Yeah, but, come on. Holding a grudge is the
opposite of forgiving someone, and, however you dress it up in fancy words,
we’re sCll gonna think that holding a grudge is the opposite of forgiving.’
So, I just want to tell you a liLle story. I was talking to a relaCve of mine. Let’s
call her Amelia. I was talking to Amelia, and Amelia had just been massively let
down and treated appallingly by somebody she cared about, and she said to
me, ‘I really want revenge. I want to destroy him. I want to aLack him, and I
just want to do something so awful to him, to make him suﬀer like he’s made
me suﬀer.’
Now, when I heard this, my actual emoConal reacCon was, ‘Oh, yikes. This is
sounding really dangerous. She deﬁnitely shouldn’t do anything at all other
than just steer clear of him in future.’ I was about to open my mouth and try
and say that in the most tac`ul and diplomaCc way possible, and I suddenly
thought, ‘No. Anything I say now… you know, she is jusCﬁably furious and
wounded, and if I say anything, even however mild, it’s going to cause more
resistance in her.
So, instead, I said, ‘Okay, you wanna wreak a terrible revenge. Here’s what you
could do.’ And then I described a terrible revenge – a really inspired and
creaCve… I mean, I was quite proud of myself for thinking of this dastardly
plan. But I just outlined it step by step, as though I… you know, as though I was
kind of saying, ‘Yeah, well, why don’t you do this? This is a great terrible
revenge.’
And as she listened, her face sort of changed. And as I got to the end of my
horriﬁc revenge plan, she just sort of turned to me and went, ‘No. I… No, I
think that would be terrible, if I did that. You know what? I think I’m just gonna
avoid him from now on.’

And I was so thrilled. I was like, ‘Yes! I have successfully used reverse
psychology!’ Whereas if I’d said anything like, ‘Oh, come on, that’s a bit harsh,’
or, ‘Oh, you shouldn’t really do anything,’ she would have said, ‘Well, it’s alright
for you to say. You’re not the one he betrayed. I think I’m actually going to kill
him.’
So, this is what I mean. I didn’t invalidate her feelings. By laying out a revenge
plan, I was acknowledging her right to have a grudge, and I sCll believe she has
every right to have a grudge against this person who behaved so appallingly.
And then she didn’t have to ﬁght to prove to me that her grudge was valid, and
then she lost her desire for revenge.
And so, you can do this in your own head. Allow yourself to dream up an
elaborate and brilliant revenge plan. As long as you don’t do it, it’s not doing
any harm, and you might ﬁnd that by being sort of indulged in this way, your
negaCve feelings will pass very quickly. And when I say, ‘you might ﬁnd,’ what I
mean by that is that I think you deﬁnitely will ﬁnd that. Because holding a
grudge, allowing yourself oﬃcial permission to do so, is a massive aid to being
able to forgive emoConally much more quickly.
***
That’s all for this week. Thanks for listening. Please write a review if you’d like
to share your thoughts. I won’t hold a grudge if you don’t because that would
be an invalid grudge.
If you have a grudge which you’d like me to analyse in the next season of this
podcast, please email me – I’m sophie@sophiehannah.com – or tweet me at
@grudgesaregreat. Remember, just because I’m currently the only person
aLempCng to be a grudge guru, that doesn’t mean I’ve thought of everything.
I’d love to hear your ideas.
If you want to read all of my grudge-related wisdom, as well as my personal top
ten grudge stories, all of that is in my book, How to Hold a Grudge: From
Resentment to Contentment – The Power of Grudges to Transform Your Life.
Thanks again for listening, and I’ll talk to you next week, when we’ll be looking
at grudges, jusCce, and karma. See you then.

